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Tercentenary

The seed is now a tree
pausing to catch the echoes of its youth.
Silent timeless walls
inertly watch boy set sail for man
for more than knowledge is imparted here.
Existence is opened -
honour, pride, and glory
dyed with the colour of tradition
providing the wrning spirit,
lighting our centuries,
to show us our past
locked in the glass vaults of time.
and the tree is yet but small.

St. John Oliver Skelton.
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Editorial

-

So, we have made it. Three hundred years old and still going strong. But for
how long? It is impossible to avoid the speculation that in a relatively not too
distant future, our venerable establishment may cease to exist as such, and
become a part of the Brigg Comprehensive system. No boy, be he past or
present, who has enjoyed the comfort of its traditions and the patient shelter of
those who have made them, can view the prospect wholly without misgiving.
For, if B. G. S. dies, so, too, will its wide influence, which we see operating
daily on the community both locally and nationally. It is rather ironical in two
respects that B. G. S., like many other famous grammar schools, should be
absorbed into the rising tide of comprehensive complexes. First of all, the
Americans, in whose blundering paths we too often assiduously tread, have
already tried this system and found it wanting. Yet, we seem hell-bent on
flouting their experience, and are prepared to venture millions in pursuit of a
pipe-dream of educational egalitarianism which all educational thinkers do not
regard as the panacea for all academic ills. Secondly, Brigg Grammar School
cannot die yet, as the country's economic plight will not allow it; until it does
(and at the present rate, there are not many favourable indications that it will)
we shall still continue to exist.

But this is looking very much on the black side. We are having our 'finest hour'
- or should we say 'year'? - at the present time. Six boys have achieved
scholarships and places at Oxford and Cambridge, our football team is probably
the best in the county, and with the opportunity provided by our extra-mural
activities there can be little doubt that we are already ahead of present day
standards. Three hundred years is an achievement for any school, and we feel
proud to be a part of it. An even prouder responsibility falls the fair lot of the
writer of this editorial on the occasion of the Tercentenary.

If "the good Sir John" were to rise from his grave, he would find little to
recognise either in the town of Brigg or in his school. But the school still
serves the same functions for which he so wisely founded it: to provide us all
with an education that is such a necessary and important beginning to our lives.

If as Spencer has said: "Education has for its obj ect the formation of character",
we hope B. G. S. will remain to do so.

D. T. Horsley
P.D. Day
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It gives us great pleasure, in the Tercentenary year,
to record the following distinguished academic successes.

A.R. Tate
Exhibition in Mathematics
Brasenose College, Oxford.

R.W. Tuley.
Scholarship in Mathematics
Pembroke College, Cambridge.

N. Miller.
Scholarship in Physics
Wadham College, Oxford.

--J
R. C. Smart.
A place to read Mathematics
The Queens' College, Oxford.

M.B. Tatam.
Exhibition in Modern Studies
Christ Church College, Ox forG

M.J. Hickling.
A place to read Chemistry
University College, Oxford.
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School Notes

This is not the occasion for the usual jottings on a term's events. Nevertheless,
one matter which these notes would have included is of sufficient significance not
only to find a place but also to provide a theme. Dr. Henthorn and Mr. Watts
will retire at the end of this summer term.

A school which survives 300 years has of necessity some measure of continuity
and tradition. Governors, Old Boys and Headmasters contribute towards these
and their preservation, but perhaps those who teach do so in the greatest
measure. This is partly why here, as in all schools, the returning Old Boy
looks first and most eagerly for some of those who taught him. Continuity
and tradition are not, however, sufficient for survival; a school must also do
its job well and for this the teaching staff are the front line troops.

The esteem in which Brigg Grammar School is held is attributable in no small
measure to the presence on its staff for many years of men of high ability and of
outstanding school-masterly virtues, many of the best of whom it has retained
far longer than could reasonably have been expected. It is appropriate here to
remember them - Knight, Gaze, Lamb, Gregory, Cabourne, Thumwood,
Richards, Pimlott, Pratt, Morris, and now Watts and Henthorn. They are men
by whom any school would have been well served and they are men who chose to
give all, or almost all, of their working life to Brigg Grammar School or, more
accurately, to its pupils.

It would be natural for many to assume that Mr. Watts and Dr. Henthorn are the
last of this company, that we shall never see their like again. It is true that we
now have a young staff room and that for some time the older Old Boys may
return and not see a familiar face or hear a familiar voice. It is possible that
teaching is perhaps neither so attractive nor so inevitable a career for able
young men, today, as it was in their day. It is regrettable that the structure
of the profession has so altered that it discourages such loyalty of service.
Nevertheless, there is no real cause for pessimism. We still retain one link
with the pre-war years - Mr. Jarvis - who will become Deputy Headmaster.
The Staff-room, while young, has other near veterans of 20 or more years'
service and while its members have brought in much that is their own and of
their own age they have also absorbed and not rejected the spirit and attitudes
of their older colleagues. Not the least of the contributions of the men we are
remembering is their influence on newcomers to the staff. They have trained
worthy successors and we can expect in the future more occasions of this kind
when regret is mixed with pride. Old Boys who return may miss familiar
mentors, but we hope they will sense their heritage.

Later articles in this issue give appreciations of Mr. Watts and Dr. Henthorn.
One on Dr. Henthorn is somewhat longer than has been our custom. Its author
suggested that it be edited to the normal length. No-one who reads it will agree.
It is written by one of these school-masters of another and while it is faithful
in detail to its subject it conveys the essence of many, and is in some measure
not only an eloquent tribute to Dr. Henthorn but also a salute to them all.
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Dr. Henthorn

Dr. Henthorn came to the school in 1930 knowing of Brigg no more than every
lover .of Delius. He is now to retire, the acknowledged authority on the history
of the school and town, after thirty nine years of strenuous service.

Contemporaries will recall an alert, long-striding young man, hair 'en brosse'
who immediately. made a sharp impact upon the VI form and upon a Masters'
Common Room which was enjoying a period of vigorous intellectual life. His
opinions on all questions, particularly the then fashionable cult of liberal
materialism were expressed with conviction and vehemence, based as they were
upon a deeply held faith. The conviction has remained, though time has brought
gentleness to its expression. "Fortiter in re sed suaviter in modo" would
describe the later manner.

In the early thirties, a man in a Grammar School could get on with his work
without wondering whether he ought to be seeking a move to a larger school and
a better paid job. From the first, Dr. Henthorn placed his many talents at the
service of the school. He was no mere teacher of his subject but a schoolmaster
in the round. He played football and cricket, refereed, umpired, coached, swam,
produced plays, acted, sang in the staff choir, played in the school orchestra
and combined with this full participation in school life an interest in such varied
things as bird-watching, modern music and literature, art, politics and religion.
During the war years, he helped to run the Air Training Corps.

Naturally he could establish points of contact with almost any boy or man. How
often has one seen him listening and responding while a specialist enthused about
his subject in delight at finding a sympathetic and understanding listener.

Most remarkably, in view of all these activities, he remained a scholar,
intensely concerned with things of the mind, keeping abreast of contemporary
thought, his reading ranging over an immense field and giving him a breadth of
knowledge which has been the continuing wonder of his colleagues and pupils.
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His researches into the history of the School and of the Nelthorpe family cul-
minated in the publication of his "A History of Brigg Grammar School" and the
award of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, by London University. Anyone
reading this scholarly work will not be surprised to learn that it is the fruit of
more than twelve years of patient search, travel, correspondence and
imaginative reflection.

The place of the scholar in the grammar school is often underrated, that of the
examination coach rarely. Dr. Henthorn's pupils over many years have brought
distinction to themselves, to him and to the school by their high academic
performance. This is a kind of success which can be measured. The influence
of a fine and informed intelligence in awakening and stimulating the minds of
generations of sixth formers cannot be measured but it is rare and beyond
price. Dr. Henthorn's former pupils knew their debt to him and hold him in
high esteem.

The school has a further debt to acknowledge. During the last forty years,
there have been vast and unprecedented transformations in our society and, not
least in the academic world, we have lately seen signs of a state of intellectual,
aesthetic and moral chaos. The fact that standards of civilised behaviour,
tolerance and good taste have been preserved at Brigg owes much to the way
in which men like Dr. Henthorn have fought for them and taught them by precept
and example.

The man who gives much can demand much. It is not surprising that boys who
have responded to a man who placed their interests first, who has taken his
classes when obviously unwell, who regarded the Wednesday half-holiday as
an opportunity to give extra help to those who needed it. The man who respects
his pupils can command their respect in return and Dr. Henthorn was such a
man. He never descended to sarcasm, never sacrificed truth to originality.

The medieval schoolmen attached titles to their doctors. They had their
doctor angelicus, doctor invincibilis, doctor subtilis, mirabilis, universalis.
It is hard to find the fitting title to describe correctly or adequately our 'doctor'
at Brigg Grammar School. Invincibilis? (in argument) Universalis? (in the
breadth of his learning). These and others would be deserved but have been
already appropriated. We suggest doctor benignus for perhaps more people
will remember him for his kindness than for anything else.

Happily the school will be able to keep its association with Dr. Henthorn for
he is to retire in Brigg where his wisdom and kindness may still be called upon
in times of need. We wish him and his wife much happiness in the future and
full enjoyment of a less arduous life.

A.I.M.
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'Todd'
To all boys at Brigg Grammar School over the last forty years, Dr. Henthorn
has been affectionately known as 'Todd'. He has made an often boring subject
vibrate with interest. If Henry Ford has known 'Todd' he would never have
said "HistOIY is bunk". Incidentally, have you noticed that 'Todd' sticks to an
Austin?

Now the time has come, as the Walrus said, to talk of many things. To 'Todd',
this is his retirement. He has served the school very well over the years,
first as a sportsman, and in later years as an extremely efficient librarian,
more recently still, as Deputy Head. Now parting must come, however sad
the occasion. The present members of the school, and especially the Sixth
Formers have been continually amused by his anecdotes - How he was a member
of the Independent Labour Party until it became a respectable body, and then
left it; or how he used to go to the House of Commons as a schoolboy to hear the
orations of Mr. David Lloyd George; or his reply "See Naples and die" - to a
reference of the incorrect positioning of the Italian Front by a member of the
Sixth.

No longer will Brigg G.S. boys be entertained as well as educated in the same
unique way. So all the boys in the school wish him all the very best in his
retirement, and look forward to seeing more products of his mind and pen,
in the same inimitable style.

P.D.D.

W. Watts
Mr. Watts retires at the end of this term at Brigg Grammar School where he
has taught since 1931.

During that time, he has fully deserved the admiration of his pupils as a real
master of his craft. His skills, techniques and workmanship have always been
a feature of his teaching and I wonder how many of his former pupils will
remember their surprise and wonder when his joints, unlike theirs, would fit
perfectly. It was as if he had some magic which the rest of us were incapable
of recognising. We recognise it now, of course - the magic ingredient was
his great skill.

Certainly, as we remember it, no less has been his skill as a teacher. He
has always been firm and fair but never unkind or thoughtless. He has been
serious in his endeavours to make us work for our own good, but always ready
with his droll wit to enjoy with us the humorous situations. His wide grin,
twinkling eyes and firm conviction: "Don't worry it will never happen", are now
part of his formidable reputation.
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Those of us who have followed in his footsteps, are probably the most indebted
to 'Ti mber' for his unfailing efforts and can now understand and more fully
appreciate the trials and tribulations of a woodwork master. His phrase: "it
looks as though the dog has chewed it", demoralizing as it was to pupils, will
long remain in our memory and appreciation of him.

We hope that he will have a long and active retirement - perhaps that book will
get written now, and we wish him and his wife every happiness for the future.

S.H. Douce (1946-1953)
J.D. Trubridge (1952-1960)

'Timber'

There are some men in a school who can look round and say 'Le department,
C' est Moi'. Mr. Watts is one of them, and it is of such men that a Headmaster
can reasonably take to himself the privilege of writing a valediction.
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It is not for me to speak of Mr. Watts' skills as a craftsman. I know that these
were highly considered at the time when we were subjected to a full inspection,
but more particularly I know of a long succession of Old Briggensians who learnt
from him and have become themselves notable teachers of woodwork. Their
esteem of him, and the number of them who have followed in his vocation give
eloquent testimony. It is perhaps worth recalling that when he was, a few years
ago, incapacitated by his accident, it was one of his old pupils, John Gilbert,
who gave up much of his own time to keep the work going. For many years,
now, he has been a Cambridge examiner in his subject and while he is modestly
reticent about this, it would seem that his services in this respect are equally
valued.

As a Headmaster I have been particularly aware of another of his qualities;
thoroughness and efficiency in administration. His workshop has always been
maintained in meticulous order; replacements, repairs and the ordering of
materials have all been effected with a minimum of fuss, within his budget and
in good time.

The Woodwork Master in a small grammar school has no easy task. He has no
like-minded colleagues with whom to share his problems. He spends nearly all
his time in his workshop away from the main comings and goings of the school.
He has to strive to maintain esteem for his subject as a discipline worthy of
respect, and to prevent his workshop from being too easily considered either
as a service-centre for the school or as a recreational establishment for some
of its less academic inhabitants. That Mr. Watts in his long service here has
succeeded both in doing this and in doing it without friction or antagonism is one
of his major achievements and a measure of his stature as a craftsman and a
teacher.

He has, as befits one of his generation, been also a firm supporter of wider
aspects of school life. For many years, he was the mainstay of athletics
administration. He has been among those few who have patiently and faithfully
cherished the Music Society. He is one of those whom Old Boys look forward to
seeing in his accustomed place at their Annual Dinner.

I do not know how long it is since he became known as 'Timber'. Originally,
perhaps, a common-place enough nick-name, but its long-use may well indicate
a subconscious awareness that it is apposite in a wider sense. A man who has
spent many years learning to respect and appreciate the qualities of this material
is in a position also to appreciate the unspoken compliment conveyed. May he -
well-seasoned and in good heart - have many years in which to enjoy his retire-
ment.

H.B.W.
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HOUSE NOTES

Ancholme
This term has been rather unfruitful for Ancholme. We have played only one
football match, against School, and despite a fair contingent of school players
in our team, we lost 3-1. But we were not disappointed by our Juniors who
won 4-0.

One of the major events of this term has been the annual school cross-country
races. Despite numerous practices, a large measure of enthusiasm and good
individual efforts on the day from Jones and Lawrence, who won the Senior
and Intermediate races, respectively, we could manage only a poor fourth.

Next term sees the dawning of athletics, swimming and cricket. The new
system of athletics coaching after school should enable Anchors to improve
and Anchors have more chance than anyone (except School) to use the baths and
nets, so let us use these advantages to their utmost and return some of the
missing pride to Ancholme, if just for the sake of Dr. Henthorn who leaves this
Summer.

S.D. Brumpton

Nelthorpe
By the time these notes are published the football and athletics competitions
will have been completed and I hope will have been won by the House.

At the time of writing there had been no more football matches since the last
report mainly due to the vagaries of the weather and we were in a good position
to retain the cup.

Last term, the spotlight was centred on cross-country day. A general improve-
ment on last year enabled us to gain second place, but the mainstay of the
House were the Juniors who had eight home in the first nineteen, and easily
won their section. Although a new athletics system may have been introduced,
I am confident that last year's tremendous victory will have been repeated.

After half term come the cricket and swimming competitions. Swimming is
. one of our weaker sports so a determined effort is needed to make sure of the

Cock House Cup for the third year running. I am sure that the fact that this
is Mr. Barker's third year as House Master is no coincidence. In fact, since
his appointment, I cannot remember a practice or match of any kind when he
has not turned out to support us.

Finally, I would like to wish my successors a long continuation of the success
enjoyed by Nelthorpe over the last three years.

J. Taylor
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School House

This term has seen a host of activities in the House ranging from dancing to
decorating. Ballroom dancing came to its successful conclusion with an
informal evening, on March 21st. These lessons have been greatly enjoyed
and a new source is looked forward to with eager anticipation. This term also
saw the innovation of a dancing liaison with Caistor Grammar School. On'
Saturday a group from the Junior quarters of the House went to support Sleight's
group in their performance at Caistor. They were pleasantly surprised by
their reception and the visit was soon followed by another, this time, involving
most of the Seniors as well. Both dances were enjoyed so much that a reciprocal
visit has been arranged for next term and most people would like to see the
friendship become a permanent part of the House's activities.

In the realms of sport, the House has been involved in gym-football, soccer
and, of course, cross-country. The House players in the gym achieved some
measure of success and on the field the results were good and most promising
for next season. Seniors won their two games and Juniors one of theirs. These
results mean a probable third place, this year, but herald great achievements
next year. In cross-country, after only a few practices, the House managed
to take third place. The Seniors out-did themselves by coming second but the
whole House is to be congratulated.

Decorating has been started in the old boot- room and when completed will
provide untold opportunities for the budding Clement Freuds in the House, of
a superior quality to those already available. Saturday morning employment
has also included brightening up those infamous dividing boards which the
central-heating necessitated for the dorms.

In the light of cultural, athletic and decorative progress I would like to welcome
two new first years, W. Davey and P. Sims, to the House and hope that their
seven year sojourn here will be a happy one. They, like its other members,
will benefit greatly from the House if they put all their energy and spirit into it.

Under its new management, then, the House has continued to contribute to all
spectra of the school life and it is only to be hoped that this can be continued.

A.C. McCarthy

Sheffield

Since the last issue of the Briggensian, unfavourable weather has resulted in a
period of inactivity for the House football teams. Sadly, from the three games
played (two by the Juniors and one by the Seniors) no points were gained although
the senior fixture against School House was lost by only the odd goal in five
after a close, hard-fought game. However, the House still supplies the school
Second XI with five of its eleven regular players.

Despite the hopes of a Sheffield House revival, the efforts of our runners did
not do justice to the fine performance of our cross-country captain, Wild, who
finished second in the Senior race. The House once again trailed home in fifth
place. I can only hope that this lack of enthusiasm will not prevail on subsequent
sporting occasions.
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Prospe~ts for the summer term are not very encouraging with athletics the
next event on the sporting calendar. Furthermore, now that the majority of
Sheffield's best swimmers have left school our chances of swimming successes
are reduced. However, Sheffs can hold their own at the wicket, and I feel
confident that Parkinson will receive the support he expects from the House
cricketers.

D.C.F. Lilley

Yarborough
The prime success of the House, this term, has undoubtedly been our success
in the cross- country. This we did mainly due to a remarkable performance
by the Intermediates who supplied six out of the first eight: due credit must
also be accorded to the Juniors and Seniors who gave a good account of them-
selves.

As yet the football teams have played only three games and have won two. We
shall have a tough programme of games before the end of term but I think the
true competitive spirit and determination of the Yarborough sportsmen will
overcome. The football cup is easily within our grasp, if the Juniors put up
a good performance. I think the Senior football teams of our House of the last
three years deserve a cup of their own, - only one point has been dropped in
this period, a great record!

Soon the bane of Yarborough House, swimming, will be upon us and a concerted
effort is needed. Cricket and athletics are two of our stronger sports and with
good results in these the Cock House Cup will once again become the property
of the House.

I think, unfortunately, that the House is reaching the end of an era of exceptional
sporting ability. I hope that the younger members of the House will get down
to some serious training to improve their skills.

I would like to thank Mr. Jarvis who has taken great interest in our activities
and I hope he will be able to extract the talent from the available material.

To those who are going on to "greener pastures" I wish luck and success. Let us
keep Yarborough top!

A. Vickers

Library Notes

"We call ourselves a rich nation, and we are filthy, and foolish enough to thumb
each other's books out of circulating libraries".

(John Ruskin, 1819-1900)

People may have been in the habit of thumbing each other's books out of
circulating libraries in John Ruskin's time, but in the Easter term (up to going
to press) only three hundred and sixty eight books have been borrowed from
the library. It is interesting to note the distribution of these books: U 6th
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Mod. Studs. - 143: U 6th Sciences - 79 (28 of these by one person): L 6th Mod.
Studs. - 66: L 6th Sciences - 22: U 5th - 32: High School - 11: Staff - 15.
Food for thought?

The reorganisation of the prefectorial system has resulted in a small number
of prefects being allocated to the library: D. P. Burton, P. D. Day, M. J. Lewis
and R. Stonebridge. The responsibility of all library duties falls on the
shoulders of these boys, with the ever-present assistance of Mr. Walker.
These are now the only ones allowed to sign out books, and this has annoyed
some members of the Sixth Form. Perhaps the reason for the small number
of books signed out is a reflection of the number of books smuggled out under
their jackets by more audacious members of the Sixth. Those with even more
cheek do not even bother to hide the books under their jackets.

The periodic inclemencies of our climate have again produced the side-effect
of the intelligentsia of the Upper Fifth invading the library every lunch and break,
keeping the librarians extremely busy and usually exasperated by the time 1.30
arrives. The number of magazines which are now available in the library has
decreased, and so now boys have to be more selective in their reading, but
Punch still occupies pride of place.

Finally, is the Junior Library any longer necessary in the school? This term
it has seldom been used. This may be due to the inefficiency of the librarians
involved (they shall remain anonymous), or just the fact that the younger
members of the school do not need further education.

"All books are divisible into two classes; the books of the hour and the books
of all times".

(John Ruskin)

P. D. Day

SOCIETIES

Camera Club

This term we have demonstrated the fundamental processes and chemistry of
photography to our younger members. The skills of developing and printing are
no longer a mystery to them. Negative film has been processed to make slides
and a successful attempt has been made of photographing the gradual develop-
ment of the work on the swimming pool, using coloured slides.

The conversion of the Sixth Form washrooms into a darkroom has made it
possible to carry out the basic steps of photography, as the blackout facilities
of the small Physics Lab. were inadequate for this. We hope that our progress,
next term, will be as inspiring and that our reward will be as great.

Arthur Gutbucket.
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Chess Notes

This year the school Chess Team reached the semi-finals of the Sunday Times
C,oIl{petition, but were overwhelmed by Wintringham Grammar School, losing
52:2,

Apart from our losses to Wintringham Grammar School (3), the first team has
won all the other five matches. A second team lost 6:

°
to Lincoln City

Grammar School but this result does not do justice to their play. A first-year
team won 6:

°
against a first-year team from the High School and a return

match is anticipated.

Mr. Stinson is continuing his valuable work during the 'activity periods' and
has given the Chess Club a considerable gift of money. The travel expenses
in the Sunday Times Competition were reduced by the generous offer of
Mr. Artist to drive most of the team to Hereford Comprehensive School, and
we can now thank him officially for this.

The Chess Club now resides in Room 15, using Room 9 for the' acti vity periods'.
Disappointingly, there are only two members who have participated in chess
activities outside the school. Paul Hutchinson is now on the top board for
Lincolnshire and for the strongest team in the East Midlands, Scunthorpe Town.
Michael Smith made a brave effort to continue the supremacy of Brigg Grammar
School in the Scunthorpe Junior Championship but met too strong an opposition.

The School Championships have now been completed and the strength of each
tournament was a witness to the ever-increasing flow of members into the
Chess Club. In the final of the Senior Tournament P. A. Hutchinson won a
hard-fought game with P. C. Adams; in the Intermediate Tournament S. Lilley
won the replay against P. A. Smith; the School Junior Championship was won
by K. Beckers, with D.I. Lishka as runner-up.

The remaining results of this season are:

7th December vs. Hereford Compo Sch. (Sunday Times Comp.) Won 4: 2

7th December 2nd team vs. Lincoln City G. S.

18th January vs. Wintringham G.S. (Sunday Times Comp.)

30th January 1st years vs. High School 1st years.

1st February vs. Wintringham G. S.

Matches cancelled: Clee G. S., Louth G. S., John Leggott G. S.,
Gough Compo Sch.

Averages: P.A. Hutchinson 5t/6; P. C. Adams 4t/7; C.G. Curtis 3t/7;
D.M. Booth 3t/7; C.J. Artist 4/8; T.P. Adams 1/3; D.I. Lishka 2/4;
M. Smith 1/2; K. Beckers 1/2; B. Davis 1/3; A. Cosser 1/1; T. Hay 1/1;
G.R. Johnson 0/1; D.L. Gillespie 0/1; M. Beckers 0/1; R. Tomkins 0/1.

"Black Knight"

Lost 6:
°

Lost 5t: t
Won 6:0

Lost 4t:1t

Frederick
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Debating Society
With trembling hearts we paid a visit to Frederick Gough on the 5th March to
meet our noble adversaries in the semi-finals of the Poirier Cup Competition.
We were in opposition to the motion: "This House deplores the present expendi-
ture on space research". P. Day led us with a witty account of all the benefits
we have gained, contraception and all. Then I had the pleasure of raving about
colonisation (who wants to live on the moon, anyway?) and our lovable "starving
millions". R. Braithwaite summed up, nobly enticing us all to spend our
hard-earned "shekels" on buying a space on the moon. However, we must not
forget our barracker-in-chief, R. Stonebridge, who must have taken an all
time record for speaking from the floor - (will someone kindly tell me what
"Green leaf chemistry is ?). However, to cut a long story short, we won the
day and my congratulations all round.

The final is to be debated with either Barton or the Girls' High School, sometime
in the future. Let us hope that we can regain that valuable piece of silverware.

Finally, let us not forget our Lower Sixth, who apparently in memory to the
late Kenneth Horne debated the motion: "This House believes that pigs ain't
what they used to be", with twenty sickening puns to the minute.

D. P. Burton

Natural History Society

It is true to say that the Brigg Grammar School Natural History Society has
made no great contributions to the advancement of the science of Natural History.
Never will the annals of science mention the Natural History Society; nor can
our name be coupled with that of Aristotle, Charles Darwin, or even Peter Scott!
Success eludes us. Who cares, when so much pleasure may be obtained from
explaining even the well-trodden paths of Biology? During the past two terms,
our intrepid band has persevered with skeleton building (many thanks to A. Badger
for providing the parts), dabbled in tropical aquaria, investigated owl pellets,
and, albeit in some cases unwillingly, partially dissected rats. The major
project this winter has, in fact, been the viewing of films because due to the
wet weather we must work in the lab. where only a small range of interesting
projects may be carried out by the whole group.

In the coming summer term those of us not engaged in external exams will be
able to get out into our natural environment. Among the projects under con-
sideration are ecological survey (we have an ample supply of quadrats I), bird-
watching, a survey of nesting birds, and the recording of the small mammals
of this area using our Longwood, small-mammal traps. So if anyone wishes
to study the flora and fauna of North Lincolnshire, come along to the meeting
next term.

Finally, a word of praise for our ardent organisers, Robert Parkinson, St. John
Oliver Skelton, our veteran member D. T. Horsley, and, of course, Mr.,
Appleyard. So, members, keep the society active! Remember, you may not
be another Charles Darwin, but there's plenty of money in Zoo Time.

R. Beverley
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Bridge Club
Despite the recent inclemency of the weather, the Bridge Club's fixture list has
not been adjusted, and the team has extended its unbeaten record to four matches.
Three matches have been successfuly completed since the last notes, all, over
twelve boards of duplicate.

At our second encounter with the High School, several members of the Lower
Sixth were observed among the ranks of the spectators, and we are happy to
report that bridge has now replaced the original inferior games played during
the lunch hour in the Common Room. The present standard leaves ample room
for improvement and we hope the recent Upper Sixth -v- Lower Sixth match did
give them some help, despite their heavy defeat. They have since decided to
take on the High School Lower Sixth, so it appears no damage has been done.
We are sure they will be able to take over next year as worthy successors.

Results: - 1. vs. High School WON +4040

2. vs. High School WON +2520

3. vs. High School WON +2100

4. vs. Lower Sixth WON +5600

"News"

Drama Group
This term the position of Master-in-charge has been taken over by Mr. Miles
who replaced Mr. Barker. We have not had a very active term, but the high-
spot was a visit from a member of the Lincoln Theatre group who taught us
some of the exercises which the professionals use to warm-up. This was a
very valuable and enjoyable experience (possibly because the U 5th and L 6th
Forms of the High School were invited).

For the rest, we attempted (and failed miserably) to write a play about Marat
(of French Revolutionary fame), strangled in his bath by an enraged Cordet,
and in which David Cropley faced a very challenging task as the guillotine. He
did not lose his head at being offered this great part but carried it off with
remarkable skill, making great headway in his r6le. We have also been
improvising to music in the Common Room, but due to large numbers and
relatively cramped space this was not as successful as we would have wished.

On the last session before the time of writing we held a balloon debate, for a
change, in which Robin Stonebridge was preserved for posterity by hiding behind
the holy robes of Sir Thomas More (of whom many of our younger members had
never heard). Harold Wilson, Trotski, Mussolini, Napoleon I were ejected
in his favour, which presupposes that Sir Thomas More was not holy enough
to sacrifice himself for his Maker.

But enough of this religious supposition. Next term we hope to carry on our
dramatic experiences with renewed gusto and vigour. Eric Porter and cronies'
note: you are not the only fish in the sea!

The Angry Young Men.
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Film Unit

The Film Unit's activity, this term, has been limited to the cutting-room where
the finished product is slowly, very slowly, taking shape. The one item yet
remaining to film is the main title. For this we needed special letters which
'Lettraset' provide. Unfortunately, we ordered last November and they informed
us promptly - in February - that these letters were out of stock. 'ThIes' came
to the rescue, buying some in Nottingham where he is working with Rolls Royce.

'Spud' comes home every week-end and occasionally, when he is quite ruthless,
he is able to do some editing.

The Film Society has been struggling without 'Spud' and due to inefficiency, the
film on which the society was working, 'The Girl Friend', was lost in the post.
It has now arrived and we found it to be rather dark. It will probably have to
be filmed again.

'Viewfinder'

Scout .Troop
Since the adoption of the new look in Scouting in 1967, the Troop has tried to
broaden its activities and make Scouting more in keeping with modern times,
whilst still preserving the ideals of B. P .

At least summer camp, at Coniston, in the Lake District, we set out to provide
a number of activities. We were fortunate to have John Potts and Roger Chappell,
both experienced rock climbers, to look after boys interested in Rock Climbing,
whilst Mark Tatam and Alastair Whall coached boys in sailing, using two
Sailing Club dinghies through the co-operation of Mr. Longden and the school
club. We also found time to carry out our normal scout camp activities and
reached the top of Scafell Pike (in cloud!),on one expedition led by Jack Moore.
The weather was kind and we had one of the best camps I have been to.

Now that the troop has grown and the old scout hut on the field is too small, we
have held our weekly meetings in the Gym and find that, although space is useful,
to have a real home of one's own is essential to scouting. The Group Council
has been aware of this for some time and, had it not been for the Tercentenary
Celebrations, would have begun making a real drive to raise the necessary
money for a new hut. Progress has, however, been made and plans have been
drawn and approved by the County. We have also started a scheme of covenants
towards our building funds hoping to have sufficient to begin building in 1970-71.
Here, I would like to make a direct appeal to Old Boys and especially old
members of the Scout Troop to help the fund by means of a covenant or by a
donation. If we have eighty who will covenant £2 we shall be half way to our
target of £3,000. A start has been made and covenants made to produce £226.
Our Treasurer, Mr. H. Stinson, will send you the necessary covenant form.
I hope you will think of the good times you have had with scouts and help to pro-
vide for the future of the Troop.

S.G.J.
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Mountaineering Club
After many years of hibernation, the mountaineering club has emerged again
with all the vigour it had in the early 1960's.

With the help of our new leader, Mr. Crew, we have extended the wooden
practice face up on to the brickwork of School House by removing the odd brick
here and there. This climb leads on to the Day room roof and up the west face
of School House to the roof. Then a short traverse must be made around the
corner and the climb then continues up alongside the chimney stack. The top
few holds, next to the stack, have still to be put in but we are confident it will
provide us with a climb up to difficult standards.

We also use the new climbing wall at the Westcliffe gymnasium which has
climbs, ranging from 'easy' to 'very difficult'. This is excellent practice for
the proposed trips to Stanage later in the school year.

C. Shannon

Fishing Club

This term's fishing has yet again been hampered by the bad weather which froze
the lakes to a depth of about ten inches for five weeks. The few people who have
been able to find .clear water succeeded in catching reasonable bags of perch
and the odd pike now and then. The top lake, which in the past has been very
popular with perch specimen hunters, has not provided anything in the region
of the Itlb. fish which were common 3-4 years ago. Roach have been noticeable
by their absence this year and between Christmas and the end of the season only
about eight roach have been caught. This is very poor, as the ponds were once
well-known for the huge shoals of roach which provided excellent sport in
summer and winter. Their decline may be due to the large increase in the
number of pike in the lakes.

With the close season already upon us, I would like to remind all our members
that there is much work to be done to the platforms and banks and I hope they
will respond in the same energetic way as they did last close season.

C. Shannon
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Aladdin 1968
A modern pantomime is a simple story hotted up and made to fit the times,
swung, and ad-libbed from start to finish. This pantomime started with the
producer's ad libs and apparently worked up, with each succeeding performance
seeing more and more of the cast contributing his improvements or additions.
Mr. Miles must have been thankful there were only four performances. Had
the show gone on for a week he might hardly have recognised the last production
as his own. Fortunately he was able to restrain his actors sufficiently on the
fourth evening to allow the audience to enjoy his as well as the actors' ideas of
a jolly evening's entertainment.

Enjoyment there certainly was; the actors and, behind the scenes, the stage-
helpers, numbering well over fifty, seemed to enjoy the show as much as the
audience. What could be better for the end of a Christmas term?

It would be invidious to pick out anyone individual as entertainer-in-chief:
all made a more than adequate contribution. The ladies were all lovely , though
perhaps Widow Twankey (Rev. D. Evans) and Lotus Blossom (Mr. W.G. Morris)
had beautiful characters rather than faces. And it has to be admitted that even
some of the lovely ladies had surprisingly muscular and athletic looking legs:
Olympic performers, one felt to a man, almost in the Tamara Press class.
But Princess So-shy proved very easy on the eye and was obviously doted on
by papa; but did he approve of her appearing in public flaunting so brazenly the
Thoughts of Chairman Mao? (I.R. Wild) the bare-foot Chinese boy - convinced
us that his rise from rags to riches was deserved. All enjoyed his performance
- including Wild.
The conjurers, Worgan and Ellerby, were a show in themselves. One sensed
that, had they been allowed, they would have gone on entertaining and mystifying
us for the rest of the evening. Both showed remarkable aplomb as well as skill.
And we could with advantage have heard more of the Instrumental Group (R. Hunt,
D. Sleight, and N. Salmon), all highly-skilled performers. It was regrettable
that on the last evening Hunt's organ turned uncooperative; the audience, how-
ever, seemed - quite understandably - not to approve of the compere's (John
Brain's) remark that the group had been disorganized.

The choruses and other groups all made their mark. The Gymnasts emulating
soapsuds and clean clothes as they tumbled from side to side in the giant
"Strudomatic" washing-machine (This last very happily named) were extraor-
dinarily effective. They might have been fairies as well as snow; lighter than
white. In a more macabre way the dancing skeletons made a strong impression;
they made a very lively lot of old bones, though we missed the appropriate
clacking of castanets. A group of girls from the High School, joined by some
of our boys, kindly and charmingly sang a selection of carols. The pianist
throughout (Robert Tuley), not a group, though he was referred to by Mr. Miles
as "the orchestra", accompanied the songs and provided appropriate music
before the show and during the interval; whether the music is swung or straight,
classical or modern, makes no difference to him. He is master of them all.

Audience-participation is, of course, an essential element of pantomime; it
was provided here most willingly, ably instructed by the Widow and the villainous
Abanazar (Mr. D. V. Adams); the latter was Ibooed and hissed most conscientiously
until he reformed. The audience-singing made up in vigour what it lacked in
subtlety and technique.

.
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Everything behind the scenes went smoothly - or was so skilfully managed that
no hitches were apparent. And not once did the effects man (K.I. Miles) let
down the Geni of the Lamp (Mr. R. L. Mattison) whose colourful clothes set off
the temporary duskiness of his face splendidly).

The whole show was a success which must have gladdened the hearts of all
involved - including the "business manager" (Mr. R. Stinson).

F.R.
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Geni
Aladdin) Sons of Widow
Wee Yin) Twankey
Abanazar, Uncle of Aladdin
Wishee- Washee
Lotus Blossom, Sister of

Widow Twankey
Emperor
Princess Daughter of the
So-Shy Emperor
Pages to
the Emperor
Grand Vizir
Widow Twankey
Captain of the Royal Yacht
Announcer and Compere

Other Parts

'Ladies' of the Chorus

Gentlemen of the Chorus

Gymnasts .

Command Performance
Instrumental Group

Casswell's Cauliflowers
Magicians;

Prompter
Accompanist
Curtain
Sound 1&Effects
Producer

CAST

Mr. R.L. Mattison.
I.R. Wild.
P.J. Laurence.
Mr. D.V. Adams.
S . C. Baggott.

Mr. W.G. Morris.
Mr. M.J.H. Walker.

A. C. McCarthy.

R.J. Mason, D.J.
R. Stonebridge.
Rev. D.R. Evans.
P.D. Day.
J.H.S. Brain.
A.K. Casswell, R. McCleave, M.J.
McIntyre, N.C. Plumtree, P. Jenkins.
C. Wilson, D. Sharp, T.D.M. Spring,
D.P. Burton, D.M. Booth, S.C.R. Fell,
R. McCleave, D.G. Cropley.
G.R. Braithwaite, A.K. Casswell,
S.D. Brumpton, 1. Green, S. Lilley,
N. Plumtree, M.J. Lewis, M.J. McIntyre.
J. Cade, A. Instone, P. Jenkins, P. Spavin,
J .R. van den Bas, M. Mitchell.

Bryan, J. S. Wass.

Quid est pablum
(Pass the Cornflakes)

R. Hunt,
D. Sleight,
N. Salmon.

D.S. Worgan 1&C.F. Ellerby.
J.H.S. Brain.
R. Tuley.
A.K. Lazenby.
A.R. Tatel&N. Miller.
Mr. K.J. Miles

The Producer and Cast would like to express their thanks to the following:-

Stage;

Lighting;

Costumes:

Mr. W. Watts and his helpers.

W.B. Carter, J. Scott, R.D. Potts and N. Miller.

Mr. J.E. Moore, Mrs. Miles, Mrs. Williams and
mothers of the cast.

Mr. Adams and his helpers.

Mr. I. Ramsay and his helpers.

Make-up;

Programmes;
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Stage Hands; C. Shannon, R.D. Potts, R. Parkinson, D.T. Horsley,
J. Oglesby, A. C. Vickers.

Hand Props; K.I. Miles and his helpers.

Tickets & Seating; Mr. H. Stinson and his helpers.

Refreshments; Mr. R. Tapper and his helpers.

And to all others who helped in so many ways.

Obiter dicta
Geography;

Small farms in Denmark are unsuitable for prophet-making on a large scale.

Eggs are soled.

The spider rapes its prey in a cocoon of silk.

English;
From an essay on ; "Visiting friends and relations".

. . . . . . nothing much happened until one day a bull-calf got gas in the
stomach and swelled up to twice its normal size. But the vet cured it by
killing the calf.

Physics:
Question; Why can we use a lift pump to raise water up to only 33 ft?
Answer: It would be very difficult to make a pump with a handle 33ft.

long and in any case there are no men who are 33 ft. tall.

Mathematics;
Question: State Pythagoras' Theorem.
Answer; A Pythagoras is a straight line with one side equal.

4 x 7 = 28
22'4 22'4

(by slide rule)

6'38219 (approx.)

Chemistry;
Titration:

;Soy; Sir, my titration doesn't seem to work.
Master: O.K. Get it set up again and I'll have a look.
Boy: I'm ready, Sir.
Master: I'll watch you.
(Boy pours in a few drops of acid from a burette. Instantaneous change

of colour of indicator).
Master; (examining flask) What have you put in here?
Boy; Four drops of indicator, Sir.
Master; And what about the solution?
Boy: Another solution, Sir?
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SPORT

Football
So ends a very successful season: just reward for a great team, and it is a
team. Everyone has pulled his weight throughout the season. The team is
virtually the same as it was at the start of the season and just as good. Last
year's youngsters have matured into hard working, skilful footballers and just
as important, sportsmen: which is more than can be said for one local establish-
ment.

A great compliment was paid to us by the officials of a school we recently
visited. Their headmaster complimented our display and another member of
their staff said the game was one of the best he had ever seen. Much credit
must go to the three "senior" members of the team who have all made over
fifty first eleven appearances and have made a great contribution to the effective
working of our soccer machine.

I would like to say how much I have enjoyed the ups and downs of captaining
over the last two years, I hope everyone has learnt something.

No matches have been lost since November 16. Our last match is on March 29
and we need to score five goals to have a game average of four.

I offer my thanks to Mr. Tapper for the time he has sacrificed for us, I hope
we have made it worth his while. I also wish my successor and his team as
much success as I and mine have had.

Eric G. Clark

Basketball
Sixth Form 'A' Team

Although we have some very talented players in our side, due to lack of spare
time for team practices and improvement of shooting and basic skills, this has
been our worst ever season. Many of our team have been away at university
interviews, or simply suffering from the pressures of 'A' level exams this
summer. Thus turning out the same side two matches running has proved
more than difficult on many occasions. Proof that we are capable of skilful
basketball was evident when we took part in a knock-out tournament at the
Scunthorpe Games Centre, just before half-term. In our first match we beat
Frederick Gough by a margin of some fifteen points, but lost in the semi-finals
to Games Centre, the eventual winners, by only nine points.
As this is our last season I should like to thank Mr. Moore not only for providing
us with transport and his extremely valuable time, but also for the many hours
of enjoyment we have had since we first started playing in the UIVth, a direct
result of his own enthusiasm for the game.

A. Vickers
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Sixth Form 'B' team

This half of the season has not been too successful, with the team winning only
one out of the six games played so far. But in that solitary victory the team
played brilliant basketball, which stunned the opposition. The final score being
56-32 in Brigg's favour. Apart from that match the team has found it very
hard to find the basket regularly. Each department, defence and attack, have
been quite sound, with P. Jude being the top scorer. I would like to congratulate
every player on playing his part with enthusiasm and confidence, especially
I. Parker who, joined the squad only at the beginning of this half of the season
and has fitted in well with the pattern of play.

If this team shows as much enthusiasm next year as they have done this year,
then I am sure there will be a complete transformation and instead of heavy
defeats, I shall be announcing cqmfortable victories. I should like to thank
Mr. Mattison and Mr. Moore who have provided transport for the away matches,
and especially Mr. Moore who has spent so much time organising the matches.

R.J. Millward

Under 15 and under 16 teams

The season finished some weeks ago and whilst we had our successes, the
under 16 were disappointed not to become league champions. They fought
well to become runners up in the "Pool". They beat John Leggott in the semi-
final and two days later lost in the final 30 seconds of the final to Brumby.
Both these games were played in the new Games Centre in Scunthorpe. This
was a full-sized international court and as we were down to only five players,
due to illness, tiredness told in the end. The team as a whole does deserve
many congratulations for producing some very fine basketball.

The under 15's went the whole season without success but they gained some
valuable experience and we must hope that next season they can apply this,
and their increase in size, to the task of winning a few games. They have put
in some time in practice and with more luck should do much better.

J.E.M.

Hockey
Before recounting the sad lament of numerous defeats, I would like to thank
Mike Hickling, our retiring Captain, who has given us two and a half seasons'
excellent service, and who now has left us to go up to Oxford, where we wish
him every success.

Through no lack of hard work and determination, on the part of most players,
we still have not managed to win a match, though we came very near to it when
Horncastle narrowly beat us 2-1, where Alastair Whall showed that the only
way to get goals is 'to get stuck in and have a go'.

I prefer not to discuss further results but will thank everyone who has played,
or made it possible for us to play, and hope that in our remaining matches we
may yet achieve a very deserved victory.

D.T. Horsley
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TRAVELOGUE
Passage to Iceland

I told the bank clerk I wanted travellers' cheques for Iceland - he just looked at
me in an honest sort of way and said, "Ah, yes, I went to Dublin at Easter".
Really, I ought to have known better than to say Iceland, perhaps Scandinavia
would have been better, but really the country we were going to was no more
connected to Scandinavia than Iceland is to England. For some reason, English
people like to forget that Iceland ever exists, probably because the name suggests
woollen socks and heavy sweaters, winter boots and balaclavas for twelve
months of the year (Fishermen know where Iceland is, but never seem very
willing to admit it!) We knew differently, and after all, if the Guardian and the
Express said that Reykjavik had experienced temperatures of 600F. (150C . )

- Sunny, then we knew we should have good weather for our trip.

With this in mind, Philip Day, Chris Shannon and I set out on a three week
expedition in August last year. We were intent not only on studying geomorphology
but also on learning as much as possible about this nation, perched as it was,
on the Arctic Circle. However, we were bound to carry out our study by the
sponsorship of the Foundation Governors, and we knew they would like to see
something for their money! Our passage -group accommodation, was aboard
the m. s. "Gullfoss" which called in at Leith on its way from Copenhagen to
Reykjavik. Once in Iceland, we were to travel on foot and by bus, living under
canvas and eating the dehydrated foods we had brought from England. (Well,
that was the theoretical programme).

In reality, we spent three criminally lazy days on the North Atlantic mill pond,
eating Scandinavian ambrosia and admiring the odd school of dolphins that
accompanied us in the idyllic haze of the late afternoon. We landed in a country
where no one rushes, where workers and managers are equal, and contrary to
current public opinion, there are no polar bears. The atmosphere was not one
of lazy apathy, but rather, an air of nonchalant precision. Try as we might, it
was impossible to hurry either ourselves or the Icelanders, for no matter what
happened, they still talked at their slow sing-song speed and pecked lightly
at their electric adding machines.

We decided subconsciously to adopt this slow but effective way of life, and found
to our surprise that we not only completed our survey of the hot springs, geysirs,
lava plateaux and glacier, but also we had time for caving, hill walking and
swimming in the pools filled with naturally hot water - the temperature was
about 1250F. (Headmasters please note, this was not found to be exceptionally
warm! ) Although the Icelandic tongue is extremely complex, we managed to
make ourselves understood, either in what Icelandic we knew, or else in English,
German(?) or French (worse than Icelandic! ) and succeeded in meeting many
people, some of whom became firm friends, on our travels. Not the least of
these was Bill Grey, a Scotsman who had married an Icelandic girl, Audar and
moved to Hveragerdi (pronounced 'kwaragethi' - I did say extremely complex!),
a small town just outside Reykjavik. Bill most kindly let us pitch our tent in
his paddock on our arrival at Hveragerdi, after we had been misled by a tourist
map in Reykjavik which showed a mountain hut to be just up the valley from the
village. In fact, the confounded hut was three hours' walk away into the moun-
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tains. We were very glad of the offer, which not only provided us with a level,
stone-free camp site near the hot springs, but also the use of a potting-shed
which was attached to one of the greenhouses, for our cooking and eating.

Greenhouses are Bill's livelihood, as he supplies many of the hotels in Reykjavik
with potted plants. Using the natural hot water for domestic purposes and for
the commercial 'houses, he pays a mere seven pence per year in heating costs,
and that is a local tax!

It was Autumn when we went to Iceland, and that means the weather is very
changeable, but even so, we escaped with only two really wet days. Even these
were made delightful by the charm of the Icelandic people, who insisted that we
were suffering from malnutrition and pneumonia every time we stopped at a
house to enquire about our route, or ask where we could buy tomatoes. It was
rather like the traditional Northern greeting, "Cum in an' 'ave a cup of tea, luv",
but on a much grander scale. Although they seemed shy at first, we found the
Icelanders people of tremendous character and good humour. Like their country,
rugged and rich in contrast. I would have no hesitation in returning there in
the future, or in recommending Iceland to others, not as a substitute for
Torquay or Majorca, but as a country where people live peaceably together and
engender a most refreshing attitude of mind in others.

Robin Stonebridge

MuH 1968

Following the recent success of geological expeditions to the Isle of Arran, two
of the school's geologists decided upon a trip during the summer to the Isle of
Mull, another similar Tertiary volanic island.

The Isle of Mull is in Argyll, and is situated across the Firth of Lorue from
OOOn. Oban was reached by a day's tough driving from Brigg, Glasgow was found
to be rather a hair-raising experience. To cross the Firth, to Craignure on
Mull, complete with car, cost a ridiculously extortionate figure. (MacBrayne's
Ferries are Government owned and have a monopoly in the Highlands!)

The locals on Mull informed us that the island had been in a state of drought
for six weeks; and fortunately for us it did not end while we were there. There
was some difficulty is obtaining water but fortunately our base camp was near
a house whose water came from a spring which never ran dry.

The base camp was on the raised beach on the South shore of Loch Scridain
about twenty yards from the high water mark. Driftwood was our only source
of fuel, and after a hard days 'rock bashin', food cooked over a wood fire
tastes marvellous.

Westwards across the blue Atlantic lie the islands of lona, Staffa, ColI Tiree,
Dutchman's Cap, and Inch Kenneth, all of which are visible from the Ross
of Mull. Staffa, with the romantic and geological interest of the columnar
basalt of Fingal's Cave could only be reached at large cost using a MacBrayne's
ferry, - we could not afford the trip. The same happened for the outer islands
of ColI and Tiree, but we did manage to visit lona, of St. Columba fame, which
is separated from the coast of Mull by a short stretch of water, and a local
fishing boat did the trip very cheaply.
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Of particular interest to the geologist are the Mull Sapphires. By a long walk
along the south coast of the island we came upon a large dolerite sill jutting
out into the sea. Here was one of the reputed sapphire localities. Our luck
was in, too, and after a long search we came upon one of the sapphire bearing
xenoliths, and from it we obtained a few small pieces of sapphire, nothing of
gem quality, though. The sun had been beating down all day and we, the hot
prospectors, stripped off and dived into the cool blue Atlantic. Tremendous!

The people of the island are extremely friendly and helpful, and they certainly
know how to enjoy themselves. Every Tuesday and Friday a Ceildh (a highland
'knees up') is held in Bunnessan and on most Saturday nights there is dancing
on the quay at Tobermory, the 'capital'.

Mull is certaining an excellent place to visit for a holiday. The roads are being
improved (for the lona traffic), and the scenery is beautiful. Our camp site,
situated on the shores of Loch Scridain, had rolling moors behind it and the
dominating peak of Ben More towering over it from the other shore of the Loch.
A real heaven on earth!

D. T. Horsley
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is for happiness these
old brick walls have seen.
is for the agony they saw
the times between;
is for the puzzle of this
line that does not rhyme,

P again this time for all the
pupils here who've
sighed,
is for the youth that
these old walls have
kept inside.

is for the boys that in
this school have turned
to men,
is for the inkwells that
we'll never see again,
is for razor blade of life
that we're now on.

T is for our time here we will wish had never gone;
H for all the herberts here who tried but always failed.
D is for the final day we knew we'd be unjailed,
A is for all answers to all questions we here found,
Y is for the years these walls have stood above the ground.

Put them all together if the task is not too big,
The message that they spell is for the Grammar School at Brigg.
And now that you have read this verse, an end to all your fears,
With luck there'll be no more like this for another three hundred years.

Not so old boy
LVIth.

MAGAZINE

Happy Birthday
H

A

P

Y

B

I
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The Magic Turnabout

SECTION

"Oh dear, oh dear. The beginning of another term, and all that dinner money
to count." (Florence sees a large hole in the ground.) "Oh Lord! What on
earth is that hole?"

'Did you call, Florence?" What a perfectly euPhoric day. Simply splendid to
be alive!

"
said Brian, rounding the corner.

''It looks as though someone has dropped a real bombshell, just look at that
hole," said Florence, taking a file from her briefcase. (She wanted to finish
rounding the corner.)

"Pruhrum, pruhrum, quite impossible, quite impossible, I know it never
happened before, and anyway, I'm the only one allowed to make history!"
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Just as it looked as though they were going to have an all-out argument over
the origin of the hole, a familiar sound was heard in the distance.

Boyng, boyng It was Zebedee.

"Hello, Zebedee. Have you brought your maps with you?" asked Brian, anxious
to see if it was an authorised hole.

Zebedee bounced up and down violently, and then, in Triumph, he said, "It's a
Communist plot, it's a Communist plot I"
"Pruhrum, pruhrum, I don't know about that, but it's certainly making Florence
see red. Pruhrum, see red, red. Red?"

Florence was not amused. Instead, she went off to find Dougal, a well-bred,
pedigree Scottie. . . . .

"My dear Florence, I do see what an awful bore it is for you to have to put up
with such appallingly irresponsible behaviour, but I do not see why I should
chastise my little puppies. It is quite inconceivable that they should have dug
that hole, to bury their bones, and besides, I'm the only one who has bones to
pick!" "Thank you ", said Florence, "but I should have known better than to
ask. "Oh dear, what shall we do?"

'Do, do? Listen you peoPle, I've just read a book about this sort of thing.
Now, where have I put my case? In the library, perhaps." Mr. McHenry
revolves rapidly on the spot, before heading off towards the library.

'Well", said Florence, "we don't seem to have got very far yet, but here's
Dylan. Maybe he can help.

"
"And where have you gone my blue-eyed... .Glad to be here," said Dylan,
adjusting four of the twe lve strings on his guitar. "Like, who sat on the steam
iron, man?" (His head wobbled to the rhythm of his mental music.) "Big hole
you found there, Flora darlin'. Sorry I can't stay. Must go; off to the festival.
Come on, myoId billie goat, it's time to split.

"

'What a terrible turn of phrase that rabbit has", said Dougal.

"Yes", agreed Florence.

"That's a wicked thing to say," sobbed Zebedee. Some folk are awful! "
"Shauldn't that be 'Some folk is awful?' "

(Needless to say, Brian again I)
"Pruhrum" .
Just as everyone perceived a faint joke, the telephone rang. It was Mr. Rusty,
the man who turns the turnabout.

"What, what who'sthat? This is Mr. Rusty.

"Has what arrived?" asked Florence, mystified.

"The immersion heater. What else?"

'What else? What else? We have a hole large enough to contain the whole
staff room, and you ask, 'What else?"

Oh ho, oh ho, bigger the fool you. That hole was meant for THEM! We were
meant to get a water heater and a large tarpaulin. Never mind, eat your
cabbage, Florence. It'll give you energy and see you through the day.

"

Has it arrived?"
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"I just know the whole term is going to be wretched", wailed Florence.
"There, there, my dear. One hollow doesn't break a summer. Pruhrum-
pruhrum" .

"I think that's quite enough, Brian" said Zebedee. "It's time for bed."
Rest in peace.

If you were a castaway on a desert island, with the complete works of
Shakespeare and The Holy Bible, what other book would you take with you?

Mr. Adams: A Red Herring.

Mr. Appleyard: Collection of Short Stories by W. Somerset Maugham.

Mrs. Atkin: Wind in the Willows.

Mr. Atkin:

Mr. Barker:

Mr. Brittain:

Mr. Cole:

Rev. Evans:

Dr. Henthorn:

Mr. Jackson:

Mr. Jarvis:

Mr. Longden:

Mr. Mailing:

Mr. Mattison:

Mr. Meadows:

Mr. Miles:

Mr. Moore:

Mr. Morris:

Mr. Robinson:

Mr. Stinson:

'Strud ':

Mr. Tapper:

Mr. Walker:

Mr. Watts:
Mr. Williams:

Mrs. Worth:

The 500 best Poems writte n since 1800 in the French and
English language.

Mrs. Beaton's Cookery Book.

Tropical Island Survival.

How to survive on a desert island.

My Diary.

Apologia Pro Sua Vita.

The Fellowship of the Ring.

An Encyclopoodia of Astronomy.

Fanny Hill.

Bacon's Essays.

Hardy's Pure Mathematics.

Grove's Dictionary of Music.

Palgrave's Golden Treasury.

Omar Khayyam.

Winnie the Pooh.

A Good Encyclopoodia.

Complete Works of Chaucer.

A very comprehensive Encyclopoodia.

Encyclopoodia Brittanica.

''Something I've not yet read".

Woodworker.
Nothing else.

Professor Brainstorm.

R.P.M.
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Crossword

Cluesacross

1) Sure way of forming a plan. (4)
3) Petty criminal sounds abnormally strong. (10)

10) Wondered at the prodigy that came first. (9)
11) "My soul once more made. . ... of her strength. (5) (Wordsworth)
12) What clumsy young shaver's got? Low-spirited. (4,2,3, 5)
14) Boy the French employ to serve soup. (5)
16) Baseless excuse about being discovered in the nude, shivering. (9)
18) Heather Co. arranged to supply every alternate person. (4-5)
20) Salty poems composed on the downs. (5)
22) Stop on the line. (7,7)
26) Get chemical from the box I designed. (5)
27) Mixture of brine I consumed made me tipsy. (9)
28) Shines out as an easy job for 3. (10)
29) Part of the land that is left by the sea. (4)

Down
1) Clothes need to be reshaped. Get more arranged and led up and down. (10)
2) Got hot and bothered about Roger's capital. Tore it up and scattered the

bits. (7)
4) Twice as good as a lie, but insufficient in court. (4-5)
5) Disorderly parade without a churchman. (5)
6) I don't cure anyone who doesn't acquaint himself with me. (9)
7) Danced in vine-like scenery. (7)
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8) Law that governs the straightness of lines. (4)
9) Left extremely vital information, initially, for the Jew. (4)

13) Highly original pair of gardeners. (4, 3, 3, )
15) Together, Tom and Nellie make a soothing combination. (9)
17) They plant trees when off-duty at the Foreign Office. (9)
19) "I hold that the characteristic of the present age is . . . . . . . credulity. (7)

(Disrae li)
21) Slips up about an artist drawing winding patterns. (7)
23) Send dispatch boat as it is about six, and nothing more. (5)
24) Couples lose their heads over snobbish attitudes. (4)
25) Lit up just about nothing with this work. (4)

K.I. Miles
U VI Maths

Appeal
They have been very hungry,
In their youth,
And they know its values.
They know:
the pain of it,
the way that after three days they can walk as if on air,
the way the belly balloons then shrinks.

How they have prayed.

Their fathers cannot rescue them with:
a day's work,
a slice of bread,
an oxo in hot water.
Even a cabbage for dinner,
or endless cups of sweet tea, until they bloat on water.

Just hunger.

And when, skeleton visible through what was once flesh,
they lose:
the will,
the power,
the struggle,
Life.

Who cares?

They have a memory of pain.
The memory must be present pain,
No sedative will ease them into death.
There are pages of evidence,
Yet the truth slips through your fingers.

Ian Ross Wild,
LVIth Modern Studies.
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The march of Labour

When Labour came to power a few years ago, one of their many ideals (all of
which, we should know, have now been fully carried out, and have benefited
us all, of course) was to progress in education. The grammar schools, with
all their disadvantages, were out-dated, and, as our elected majority party
correctly concluded, inflicted upon the boys of the country a social split, and
created 'snobs'. Our faithful Government rightly believed that they should
close this gap, and provide a good Comprehensive School system. And they
then proceeded to show us what a brilliant choice we made in 1964, especially
in this aspect. . . . . .
Among protests from a few loyal Governors and Old Boys, the builders erected
the complex, concrete giant relatively quickly. Multi-storeyed, this was the
ultra-modern school which would replace the 'crumbling, dusty corridors of
three hundred years regressive teaching', to use the honest words of a coun-
cillor. The ancient traditions of the noble school faded out with the first invasion
of gum-chewing youths. Within weeks they had made their mark - permanently.
It does not require any intelligence to see what a high standard of behaviour
and the increased numbers of honours degrees there are at Oxford won by
pupils from that school to realise that three hundred years of traditions and
faithful service to the march of knowledge need not be taken into consideration
when our friend at Number 10 proclaims his will. We thank you profoundly,
Labour, and look forward to your 'return in 1970.

D.M. Booth.
LVA

1969
The wailing ghost of Mary Whitehouse walks the empty streets of sin around my
door and loveliness flies by like so many scattered seeds. Brave Ullyses
marches down the yellow brick road of time and shifted curtains' furtive glances
think the worst of base desires. Conflagrations, halls of weary wounded, ban-
daged limbs of unforgotten heroes grovel in the sewer of a deep, perverted,
coarse ideal, while all around the owl and night jar vigil keep o'er sin and
torture. Cries of lost loveriJ tumble in the subterranean shadows as emotion
whispers secret longings in the bailiff's ear. Half -naked statues bow in homage
to the bloody tomb of he who came to break the captive's bond, to fracture
twisted prejudice in the deep scoured passages of eroded love. Psalms of
gratitude from flower to flower, breathed across the city's stagnated silence,
linger in the slums and scars of pity etched for ever on the copperplate of life.
No freedom here, the light of burning martyrs typifies the broken back of
enlightened rule, the tyranny of funeral pyre. In every home the Nazi sleeps,
warm beneath the fronds of belief dredged up from primaeval haunts of sickly
creatures black as night, with golden eyes to mock the sun of man. All is
quiet on the grey, plastic frontiers of conformity. The soul of liberation waits
in rest for angry armageddon. Suffering, tormented trunks of tree scream out in
gnarled agony while green gas clouds hover over limpid waters. Malevolent,
grinning, Lucifer sits in triumph. The seeds of hell were by Eve planted, now
he reaps the ripened crop.

Ian Ross Wild.
LVIth Modern Studies.
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Ghosts

It was a sultry summer's day,
The rest had all gone out to play.
I could hear the whack of the willow bat
And the urgent cry of "Well- How's that?"
An occasional splash from the swimming pool,
But I sat alone - inside the school.
Then out of the stillness all around
I thought I head another sound -
A hundred voices I could hear,
Whispering softly, and very near.
I looked around, but I could see
No one in the room but me;
And yet I heard them clearer still -
Someone called a name out - "Bill -
THEY'VE got a new front door. You know,
The old one was blocked up, years ago.

"Another voice said, "THEY'VE got water out there,
They're swimming and playing - I wonder they dare! "
'WE, " said another, came here to learn.
All our Tutors were hard and stern.
WE studied our Latin and Maths all day;
WE never had the time to play
THEY get cooked dinners - every day! "A scornful voice was heard to say,
"In a kerchief I brought mine
And in the school-room had to dine. "
'1 saddled my mare before first light
And rode home through the snow at night. "Then a voice I hadn't heard before
Joined in with, '1 remember more
The fun we had on a summer's day-
My sister was crowned Queen 0' the May I"
"I watched the Fire Brigade turn out -
A splendid sight, without a doubt
Sparks from the horses' flying hooves -
Flames leaping up from the burning roofs! "
"I liked the Stage Coach galloping by
With the Post-horn blaring loud and high."
"Oh, yes, " said another, "But best of all
When the Steam trains came - that thrilled us all.
We stood and watched the fiery giants
Steaming and hissing their defiance -"
And then a small voice soft and meek
Said, "I liked the Lamplighter .in the street
Who lit the lamps so deft and quick
With - I liked to fancy - A star on a stick!
Or the Market on a Saturday night
With the naphtha flares all burning bright -
But best of all - when the Fair came round -"
Then suddenly - another sound -
A quick foot-fall - the door flung wide,
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A Master briskly stepped inside
With, "Come on, Boy, we're waiting for you -
Have you found that missing shoe?"
I nodded slowly - he turned to go;
My voices had stopped - now I'LL never know
Did I REALLY hear? - or was it a dream?
I thought, as I went to join my team,
WERE they the ghosts from time gone by?
Or was I asleep? Who knows? Not I!

D. Stuart Worgan
U. IV Alpha.

Flying Saucers
Although many people do not believe in Flying Saucers, (because they are too
scared of people laughing at them) I do. I personally, have seen about four or
five. I saw my first one when I was ten, when I lived in Derby. I couldn't
believe then because I thought that it couldn't be true, because this sort of
thing only happens in 'Creepy Worlds' comic books.

There was a big U. F. O. 'flap' (many sightings) in the early fifties, in America.
Many of those were in the desert round about Los Angeles and the Salton Sea
(NOT the Great Salt Lake in Utah I) Probably the most famous contactee was
George Adamski. He actually flew with the Aliens and saw life on the moon.
Sadly, he passed away on 24th April, 1965, and it may be interesting to note
that on 25th April 1965 a man in Scorriton, near Newton Abbot, Devon, is said
to have made contact with Adamski reincarnated in the body of a young Venusian
boy. The person who contacted him, said he was 'Yamski', which is near
enough for me.

Dr. Daniel Fry rode in a Saucer from White Sands Rocket Ground in Texas.
He rode to New York-and back.

Flying Saucers fly on the principle of static electricity. They are powered
(I think!) by a Van de Graaff generator which works in atmosphere 0 (a vacuum).
All flying saucers have either a 'three ball undercarriage' or on the carrier
Mother Ships long rods. These are because there are pieces of matter moving
in magnetic paths on earth and between planets. There is one forward, one
reverse, and one neither. When the saucer wants to move forward, it uses
the forward stream, backwards, it uses the backward stream. The 'neither'
stream is when it hovers.

These craft can go much faster than light. It will feel no "G" force because
the saucer is an independent moving body generating its own power, and thus
feeling no G through acceleration. I know you will all be laughing like hyenas
now, but it was said man could disintegrate if he went faster than 40 m. p. h.
Enter the locomotive. This belief was shattered. The same was said for
sound, but it was done. The same will happen in the future with light, and
with all the money we waste on rockets, it is cheaper and much more efficient.
Think, only a few seconds to the moon, or a few minutes to the near planets!

Orthon.
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Why Prefects are splendid chaps

Prefects are really splendid chaps because they seem to me to be paragons of
virtue. Always helpful and courteous, they are ever ready to guide erring
members of the lower school. We all know the helpful prefects who stand at
the school door and gently remind us when we absent mindedly forget to change
our shoes. They PJ.t us at ease when we are found making minor infringements
in the school rules, and help us, attempting to increase our knowledge by
graciously permitting us to write an interesting essay for them. They are
always meticulous and thorough, and set us a perfect example, which we should
follow, to the best of our ability. Through their diligence and loyalty to the
school throughout three centuries, they have received their reward, having
gained a Common Room, where they can work hard and discuss plans for the
improvement of the school, in the comfort they so richly deserve. They are,
of course, instrumental in bridging the gap between master and pupil, willingly
helping the Headmaster and his colleagues in the establishment of a closer link
between them and us.

They also act as a shining example on the playing fields, continually exhorting
us, lesser mortals to play hard and well, as they do. Many hearts were thrilled
to see the prefects march on the football field to do battle. And how honoured
we are when we are chosen to represent the school alongside our heroes. And
when, again on the soccer field, they deign to pass the ball to those fortunate
enough to be picked, we go into raptures of delight, and endeavour to do our
best for our prefects.

And, on the social side, the prefects again set us a shining example, as in
activities outside the school walls, they appear in smart school uniform, or a
well-tailored suit, never scruffy. When tempted by the fairer sex, they never
give way to feminine wiles, preferring to stick together - a bond of unity and
strength.

The school is certainly a better place, thanks to prefects. Where would we
be without their advice and help? - Without doubt, a bunch of scruffy hoodlums
and morons. It is the prefects who further our knowledge by giving lines and
essays to us, thus improving our writing - and we can be happily doing our
essay instead of watching T. V. or going out, which is a waste of time.

Three cheers for the Prefects!

By "One who has seen the Light. "

Goodbye

Fear not fair one
The tiger is caged.
The mouse can be released
To die the death of a thousand sorrows
Upon the muttering of a worthless thought.
The tiger is dead.
Dare we put roses on his grave?
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Ode to Sue
You are not beautiful, the one I love.
No Venus you, no face to launch a thousand ships,
No eyes reflecting light as limpid pools,
No captivating smile, no slender, snaking hips.
You are, mere, mortal woman, one I love.
A summer's day and you cannot by mind so weak
As mine be drawn together: by no means
Could I accomplish such a feat, a day of bleak
Mid-winter are you neither, one I love.
As I cannot to things around me thee compare,
How may I sing this song in praise of thee?
There is no creature born of earth, fire, water, air,
That bears comparison with thee, my love.
No simile that I could draw on earth is true,
Not of this universe your charms must be.
So I cannot but simply say that I love you.

Ian.
LVIth.

History
Need it be the same
As bang after bang
Is sounded in my brain.
Help, glorious defence,
Come to me.
All this time; life uncertain;
What is it I need most?
The shading curtain of the branches,
Dismal in the afternoon haze,
Is not enough for me.
Materialism.
Does such a word describe the state I seek,
How useful it would be,
Tome,
Now.
Repressive grey skies,
No freedom can be found;
Even the heavens, lifeless,
Fornicate with powerless clouds.
Today, Tomorrow, and Yesterday.
Will it ever end,
Will it ever come,
Please, please I
Help me I

P.D. Day, U 6th, Modern Studies.
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Smoke gets in your eyes

Pile of leaves and garden debris feels the warm caress of fiery fingers. Plume
of smoke ascends from the oasis of warmth below to the desert heaven above. . . .

Sky was warm then, birds
sang and the day breathed, colours
swam from object into eye and thoughts
were lazy, slow and pleasing. World
laughed and was happy. Creatures of
forest, wood, and field enjoyed the
summer gaiety and light, no longer
hiding neath the dank and darkened
sod from grim adversary above. Speeches
made by flower to bee, and so again
to flower were all the words the world
could find. The time was so: of content-
ment and lay - yourself - down - relax -
awhile, surround yourself with fragrant
scent of warmth and joy. No cares.
Earth so fresh sang hymns of happiness

.....pile of ashes feels the
icy clutch of cold, and clammy, cloying clasp of damp. Plume of smoke no
longer makes my eyes tell lies. I loved and I remembered.

Al My lov
Lower Sixth.

Out of us all that makes rhymes
Ah, are you digging on my grave?
Around the house the flakes fly faster,
A shaded lamp and a waving blind
As I drive to the junction of lane and highway.
Batter my heart three-personed God; for you,
Before I sigh my last gasps, let me breathe,
Before we shall again behold
Blasted with sighs, and surrounded with tears.
Come, now again thy woes impart,
Come forth ye nymphs, come forth, forsake your wat'ry bowers.
Cold, cold is the blast when December is howling,
Corpses are cold in the tomb.
Disertissime Ramuli reportum,
Deplorable his lot who tills the ground.
Enough, for see, with dim association,
Fresh Spring, the Herald of love's mighty king:
Full knee-deep lies the Winter snow,
Golden-haired ally whose name is one with mine.
Go fetch me a pint of wine;
lam riPas, Asope, tuas, Boetaque ventum:
I struck the board and cried, "No more",
Here Busy and yet Innocent lies dead,
He that has a tiny little Wit.
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Jog on, jog on the foothpath way;
Jove knows I love,
Knocks go and come: God's vassals drop and die
Kissing Helena together. . . . . . . .
Love, thou art absolute true Lord,
Loerd, thoe clepedst me.
Morality, behold, and fear this,
My little lady I may not leave behind.
Mourn, Israel! Sons of Israel mourn!

Now prompts the Muse poetic lays,
Near to the silver Trent,
Over the broad and shallow, rapid stream,
Only a man harrowing clods.
Philosophers have measured mountains ..
Pregnant again with th' Old Twins, Hope and Fear:

Quod frante Selium nubila vides, Rufe,
Quod ambulator porticum territ seram !
Ralph would fight in Edith's sight,
(Reach me my handkerchief, my brain is hurt).
Sitting in this garden you cannot escape symbols
Sent up in silence from the trees.
T'was so, I saw thy birth: that drowsie lake
Tossing his mane of Snows in wildest eddies and tangles;
Under all her topsails she trembled like a stag.
Up on the Downs the red-eyed kestrels hover;
Vigil strange I kept on the field one night
Voyaging Northwards.
Well, they are gone and here I must remain,
Where we two parted.
Your beauty ripe and calm and fresh. . . . .
You will remember me in days to come.

Anonymous.

Solution
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OLD BRIGGENSIANS' ASSOCIATION
Hon. Treasurer:
S.C. DICKINSON
40, Bigby Street,
BRIGG.
Tel. Brigg 2255

Scawby 450

Hon. Secretary:
A. F.J. FARMER
"Sliema"
Knightsbridge Road,
MESSINGHAM,
Scunthorpe.
Tel. Scotter 437

The Annual General Meeting and the Annual Dinner were held at the Angel Hotel
Brigg on Saturday, 4th January. R. M. N. Spring was elected Chairman of the
Association for its Tercentenary Year, a well merited tribute to his splendid
work as chairman of the fund-raising committee. The dinner speakers were
chosen from among those well known to and closely connected with the school
for this last major function before the Tercentenary Celebrations. They were
Colonel Eccles, Mr. Spring, Dr. Henthorn, the Headmaster, Colonel Nelthorpe
and Mr. Wicks. The rather small number of those present appreciated the
'family' nature of the occasion. At a subsequent Committee meeting, concern
over declining attendance at the dinner in recent years was expressed and means
of restoring its popularity discussed. One decision worth recording now is that
the next Annual Dinner will be held in March instead of January.

One consequence of the coming celebrations has been an increased contact
with Old Boys and hence the following notes on Briggensians of whom we have
recent news are happily much longer than usual.

KENNETH PROCTOR, who is studying medicine at Liverpool, married Miss
Diane Churchill in August 1968. A.E. BROOKS (42-49) became a life member
in November 1967 and is still at Ipswich, being Area Manager for Fisons
Fertilisers Ltd. JOHN COX (58-65) obtained a second class honours degree
in Law at Oxford and is currently with a company in Fleet Street that specialises
in computerised marketing techniques for academic publishers. He is reading
for the Bar. MICHAEL WATKINS has been appointed Deputy Headmaster at
Ellington Primary School, Maidenhead. His father-in-law, HARRY EAST, has
retired from the post of Deputy Clerk to the Magistrates at Brigg and was
presented with a gold watch by Old Briggensian J. G. T. ECCLES. STUART
C. DICKINSON has qualified as a Chartered Accountant. He was articled to
T. R. D. O'NEILL, Clerk to the Governors of the school. ROBERT MAGUffiE
(57-64) graduated from Manchester University in 1967 and is now in manage-
ment at Manchester with Procter and Gamble. In August 1968 he married
Miss Christine Fowler. H. F. E. SHRIGLEY (08-14), who has been a member
of the Barnsley Hospitals' Management Committee since 1948 is Chairman of
Barnsley No.2 Group of Hospitals. Also, he is an honorary licensed reader
at the church of St. Edward the Confessor, Barnsley and a member of the
Anglican Chaplains' Advisory Committee of the Sheffield Regional Hospitals'
Board. JOHN BUTTERWORTH (59-66) has passed Part One of the course in
Librarianship and is specialising with a view to working in Special Libraries.
M. ASTBURY (54-59) has become a life member. He joined the Royal Navy
as an Artificer Apprentice. Having been through Plymouth and Portsmouth he
joined the Fleet and has been on H. M. S. Diana, H. M. S. Tiger and H. M. S.
Eagle. Presently, he is a Chief Petty Officer near Harrogate. JOHN S.
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HARRISON (57-64) obtained a second class honours degree in Electrical
Engineering at University College, London. He is now working as an
Installation Engineer with the Marconi Company. S. CHAPMAN (24-26) who
is Headmaster at Brumby Comprehensive School has become a life member.
Also now a life member is ARTHUR T. DICKINSON of Northorpe Hall,
Gainsborough. He has been on many local committees for several years,
including Scotter County Primary School and the Gainsborough Internal
Drainage Board. ARTHUR BORRILL, farming at Hibaldstow is another new
life member. Two other keen Old Briggensians, each farming at Hibaldstow
also, are MICHAEL C. DICKINSON and ROBIN DENTON. GORDON S. BURGESS
(17-22) recalls that his was the day when the teacher s were "Bumper" Knight,
Janet Wragg, Dolly Couldrey, etc., etc. Life Member D. C. BANKS (56-63)
studied mechanical engineering at Birmingham University for three years and
is presently employed in the instrument department of the Richard Thomas
and Baldwin's Scunthorpe Works. Shortly he will be in Sheffield as a Computer
Maintenance Engineer with the British Steel Corporation. BRIAN THORNALLEY
(45-52) is teaching at St. John's School, Episkopi in Cyprus, a rapidly expanding
Services' School bringing him greater responsibilities and promotion. He met
'NERO' ROMANS now an H.M.I. while on a course at Loughborough last year.
PAUL SEVILLE (58-65) is in his last year at Hull University having had one
year's teaching in Sweden, a country which he found less idyllic than repute
would have it. He had news of PHIL HANCOCK (57-63) now engaged in Time
and Motion Study with the Huntingdon County Council and of STEPHEN GILBY
(58-65) working with Associated Fisheries. DAVID RHODES (50-58) is to be
congratulated on his appointment as Head of the Physics Department at Fettes
College in Edinburgh where he will be a near neighbour, for Scotland, to
physicist CHARLESWINDASS (46-54) at Trinity College, Glenalmond. We have been
delighted by the news of the appointment of ERIC KEMP (24-33) as Dean of
Worcester. ADRIAN MURRAY (58-65) is a Pilot Officer in the R.A. F. under-
going advanced flying training in Anglesey. He visited the school recently.
RICHARD TATE (61-68) is often seen in school in connection with the final
stages of work on "The House that John Built" which ALAN TURNER (50-55)
is leading. ROBERT TULEY (61-68) is also involved, but Rolls Royce seem
to keep close tabs on him. GORDON STEPHENSON (61-68) at present with
B. P. Chemicals and NEVILLE MILLER (61-68) with Marconi both miss their
games but JOHN BRAIN (61-68) with Community Service Volunteers helping to
run a Youth Centre at Chippenham is getting enough exercise for all of them.
MARK TATAM (61-68) has been portering at a St. Alban's hospital and staying
with his brother DAVID TATAM (56-63) now in his first post as a Civil Engineer.
JOHN BUTLER (66-68) is at York University and appears to be showing the
same tenacity in study there as here. MALCOLM PARKER (63-68) has been
appointed to a promising apprenticeship with the Butterworth Construction
Company. STEWART ILLINGWORTH (54-62) has a Ph. D. and a wife and is
now with the University of Alberta doing two years post-doctorate work in
Chemistry. ANTHONY AYRES (55-63) is still teaching at Canford and finds
school mastering a very time absorbing job. He moves to Winchester before
long. BRIAN TAYLOR (49-57) has become Head of the Science Department at
Ossett Comprehensive School where JOHN KINGDON (40-47) is Headmaster.
ROGER WILLIAMSON (58-65) is one of our first College of Education B. Ed.
candidates at St. John's College, York and writes with enthusiasm about it.
RICHARD TRUBRIDGE (58-64) teaching at present in a Preparatory School has
a place at Durham University to read Music together with a Choral Scholarship
to Durham University. MICHAEL ASHTON (58-65) is finishing his Education
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Diploma year at Nottingham University and we were sorry that he could not
come to us for his Student Teaching term. ROY FOREMAN (60-65) also from
Nottingham University has now joined WILLIAM BAINS (11-15) and DAVID
BAINS (43-54) as a solicitor in Brigg and has completed the metamorphosis
from student to professional man. PETER THOMPSON (57-65) has left his
first school which was sadly running down under a reorganisation plan and is
now happily established at a school at Chester. GRAHAM PORTER (60-67) is
an articled pupil with Auctioneers and Estate Agents in Uttoxeter. Originally
with lodgings in a local pub (so described) he is probably now in a cottage paying
his rent by looking after the cows. Several younger Old Boys have recently
distinguished themselves at the Appleby Frodingham Works. JOHN BINKS
(56-61) has been awarded a Licentiate of the Royal Institute of Chemistry,
EDMUND GARDINER (58-61) a Higher National Certificate in Metallurgy and
apart from similar awards ADRIAN CLARK (58-65) is going on to the Leeds
College of Technology, PHILIP GIBSON (61-66) to the University of Salford
and JOHN RICHARDSON (58-65) to the University of Surrey. DAVID RODGERS
(55-62) has won a Midland Group Travel Award Scheme scholarship and will
spend a year in America. GRAHAM TAYLOR (60-65) has been awarded a
Duke of Edinburgh's Award gold medal. ALAN STOTHARD (62-67) was adjudged
Best Young Operative of 1968. GEORGE ARMOUR (14-19) who began as
Consultant to the Alexandra Hospital in 1928 recently retired after over 40 years
as Consultant in Physical Medicine to the Lincoln, Boston and Grantham group
of hospitals. OLIVER BAUDERT (42-47) who is in business in Indonesia, but
for political reasons has lived recently in Kuala Lumpur, visited the school
when over on a visit. MICHAEL McCLEAVE (64-68) has been appointed an
Executive Officer concerned with Public Finance and Control in the Telecom-
munications Wing of the Post Office. We shall anticipate better things! We
have had news of J. HARRISON who is in British Oxygen and his brother with
Boots; of W. H. HARRISON (34-40) in banking, SYDNEY KITCHEN (29-34) a
senior buyer in Woolworths and P.A. CULPAN (44-50) Chief Chemist at the
Thorne Hill Power Station. The local papers ran a feature on W.l'4. WALKER
(98-01) after whom three roads in Ulceby have been named! An unusual job

- Tree Surgeon - is held by JOHN WAKE LING (55-61) who visited the school
recently, after a year in Germany. C. N. ECCLES (41-46) is now lecturer in
anatomy at the University of Dundee, having previously been a demonstrator in
anatomy at Sheffield and before that District Medical Officer in Tanganyika and
Director of the School of Medicine at Dar es Salaam. L. GREEN (42-40) is a
Chartered Engineer working in the Equipment Research Department of The
Scunthorpe Division of British Steel Corporation. GODFREY LEAK (55-62) is
working for the United Nations Association after a period of research at
Manchester University on 'Delinquent Gang Structure'. T.J. ROBINSON(60-66)
is in his last year at the Royal Agricultural College. He has become a life
member. Finally all who followed the recent notorious trial will be pleased
that KENNETH JONES (32-39) won in the end.

Old Briggensians also manage to maintain a steady supply of sons to the school.
At present there appear to be 39 of them - 11 % of the total. Staff memories
are not exhaustive, reading through records is exhausting and finally not all
boys are expert in their father's biographies. If there are occasional errors
in the list below it is hoped that they will be forgiven! As far as we can readily
tell the following Old Briggensians have sons in the school at present, with
the score attached when greater than one.

E. Altoit 40-43. J. Gregory 29-32.
D. Anderson 49-45. D. A. Hiles 38-43.
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E. Hunt 40-47.
G.R. Lawrence 41-47.
J.A. Lawrence 38-43.
F. Lazenby 33-39.
C. B. Leaning 38-43.
W.E.D. Lee 34-41..
J. Mcintyre 38-43.;
W. A. Morley 33- 37.
G. M. Neish 39-43.
R. G. Parkinson 29-34.
J. F. Pearson 37-42.
A.J. Smith 35-39.
C. B. Usher 42-47.
A. E. Vickers 33-37.
F. Wells 25-32.
A. L. Wood (3) 39-43.

Of these families the Braithwaites, Days, Foxs and McIntyres are now in the
third generation; son, father and grandfather all Briggensians. Three boys,
Stephen Baggott, Michael Bell and Nigel Usher claim the distinction of sharing
an Old Girl of the school as great-aunt - Jessie Bell (01-05). We do not seem
to be able to find a fourth generation Briggensian as yet, but one interesting
exercise for the future would be to discover which boy has the family tree with
the most Briggensians on it.

J.C. Baggott 37-42.
H.E. Bell 38-42.
K. Braithwaite 37-40.
J. Britcliffe 41-46.
A. Brown 33-38.
R. Casswell (2) 32-35.
R. Chappell 29-32.
P. Charlesworth (2) 30-35.
J. C. Cox 36-41.
J. O. Day (2) 38-45.
C. W. Dimbleby 35-39.
A. E. Etty 29-32.
B. Fox 38-45.
M. Galland 43-48.
W. Good 27-31.

Old Briggensians' Golfing Society

On Sunday, 23rd March, the Spring Meeting was held at Holme Hall, one of
the few local courses which have remained playable throughout this cold, wet
first quarter of the year.

The flags flew straight out in the East wind and no birds sang. It was, perhaps,
not quite so cold as the previous day when one respected member of the Society
suffered from such an attack of the ague that when addressing his ball on the
green he involuntarily struck it a smart blow away from the hole with the back
of his lX1tter, after which un-nerving experience he retired to the clubhouse.
Still, fingers were numb and swings constricted by the hampering third pull-over
under wind-cheater and over-trousers.

In the Stableford competition for a handsome tankard presented by the captain,
R. N. Coulthurst, there was an entry of twenty five and although most of the
scores were undistinguished, two were outstandingly good, 38 by the winner,
R. Day and 36 by the runner-up, J. C. Hill.

The Society had invited boys at present at the school to play for a prize of golf
balls presented by the secretary. The winner was K. I. Miles and the runner-up
was E. G. Clark.

In the afternoon, after a lengthy lunch and a late start, Old Boys, present boys
and a friend or two, to the number of twenty, played football matches until
darkness fell.

If any Old Boy who is not at present a member would like to join the Society
and take part in these very pleasant events, he may do so by applying to the
secretary, J.P. Kemp, 12 Westover Drive, Burton-upon-Stather.

A.I.M.



THE SCHOOL OUTFITTERS
supply boys' school wear

of Unsurpassed

QUALITY
and

VALUE
OUr complete range
of Clothing includes:
BOYS'S U ITS:
Guaranteed RAIN-
COATS and OVER-
COATS: Complete
SPORTS OUTFITS

The SCHOOL CAP

-."",_ The SCHOOL TIE,
SCHOOL BLAZER
(wool and nylon).

BEAU BRUMMEL
. For the OLD BOYS:

CLOTHES BLAZERS: TIES
and BADGES

Shaw's (Outfitters) Ltd.
(Late W. H. Shaw & Co).

Tailors, & Clothiers.

OUTFITTERS TO FATHER AND SON.

13 MARKET PLACE, BRIGG



J. CLARK
Newsagent, Stationer, Bookseller.

SCHOOL REQUISITES ALWAYS IN STOCK

Quink and Reeves Drawing Inks in aU shades

Books not in stock obtained in shortest possible notice

lIa, Grammar School Road, Brlgg.

Recognised as the School Tuckshop

MIKE TIERNEY
WRAWBY STREET - NEW POSITION

BIGGER SHOP
Improved selection of . . . . .

CARDS - TOYS
CHILDREN'S
BOOKS
SWEETS AND
TOBACCO.

PLEASE COME IN AND LOOK AROUND



After Work or Play
Always DRINK - and ENJOY

law~
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SOFT DRINKS

They're so refreshingly different !

In bottles for Parties, Garden Fetes and
regular home use

In cans for Picnics, Journeys and all
outdoor activities

The Lincolnshire Farmeries Co., Ltd.
LAWS SOFT DRINKS

Brigg, Lines.
Telephone: BRIGG 2229



Spencer Molloy
Directors: L. Huxford (Managing), Mrs. K. G. Huxford,

R. D. Huxford, M. Huxford.

Radio and Television Engineers

CAREY LANE, BRIGG
TEL. 2144.

Agents for:

Bush K.B. Murphy

Decca Dynatron
YOU MAY RENT YOUR TELEVISION,

REFRIGERATOR, RADIOGRAM AND

WASHING MACHINE

PREMIUMS FROM 6/- PER WEEK

HIGH QUALITY DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

ALL
YOUR Favourite
Records in Stock



Trustee
Savings Bank

*

69 Wrawby Street

BRIGG
Telephone 2130

Ordinary Department
Limit £5,000; Interest 2i%
(tax free up to £15),

*
Special Investment
Department
Limit £5,000; Interest 6J%.

*
Withdrawals on Demand

ty Cash or by Cheque.

*
Current Account Service

ava..ilable.

w. A. SASS, Ltd.
Motor Engineers, Monument Works,

BRIGG

Austin, Triumph

for

and Jaguar Cars

Phone: Brigg 2066/7



In the sixth
or

just thinking about it

II
Do you know about our

SCHOLARSH IP

AND
SPONSORSHIP

Schemes?

Write for full details to:-

The Education & Training Officer

Appleby - Frodingham Steel Company

SCUNTHORPE - LINCOLNSHIRE



Make the

Special Grade
with the Midland

It'll pay you handsomely
If you are a personable young man with a good G.C.E., join the
Midland Bank. Holding 'A'ieveis in certain subjects will entitle
you to an immediate year's seniority on the basic salary scale.
And you will qualify for "Study leave" to prepare for the Institute
of Bankers Examinations. Show that YOll are able, and you will
be put in the Special Grade. This means that your salary could
go up by as much as £200 a year; and you would be sure that
you were being marked out for a management role in the Bank.

Make a note of th is
About 50% of present-day entrants to the Midland Bank
will reach managerial rank. You can do this in your early
30's. earning at least £2,230, rising to £5,000 and more.
By becoming a marked man at the Midland, you can
make your mark early.

Find out more about us
We can easily arrange for you to meet the. District Staff Super-
intendent in your area. If you would like us to fix this up write
to the Staff Manager at Head Office, Midland Bank Limited,
Poultry, London E.C.2.

~
...... .. .. .. ... ......

Midland Bank



Besig" the
ships of

the Boyal Navy
It's tempting. Go to University College, London, and take your
MSc degree. And be paid up to £1215 a year while you are
studying. After that, you could find yourself designing nu('lear
submarines or warships. Although the ROYAL CORPS OF
NAVAL CONSTRUCTORS is a civilian corps you ~il1 wear naval
officer's uniform during training and in certain appointments.

Here's what to do:
Write for the illustrated brochure that contains all the infor-
mation, and the application form. H you have the right
qualifications for interview, you can lome along and see us
with a view to Probationer Enlry. After passing the interview,
you go into the tfRining that culminates in your MSe degree.
Get the interesting facts about this scheme by writing to:
Ministry of Defence (Navy), Room 86, Empire Hotel, Bath,
DAI SAD. Quoting (S.M.).

Qualifications:
Age between 17t and 19t on 1st September 1969. GCE 'A' If'vel,
good passes in Pure Maths, Applied Maths and Phpi('s, '0' level
passes in Chemistry, English and one other language. Comparahle
qualifications from Scotland and N. Ireland aceeptable. Y011call
apply if you hope to obtain these qualifications in YOllr
examinations this summer.

Salary £800-£1215 p.a. while training, £2500 before 30, then
by annual increases to over £3700 p.a.



this Magazine
was produced by the
Newprint process

Newprint reduces the price of printing by cutting the cost
of typesetting. Another saving is that blocks are not
required for diagrams. photographs and illustrations.

The quality of Newprint is good and it is especially useful
for magazines and journals; for technical and scientific
work.

If you produce a magazine why not send for the Newprint
Magazine booklet? This gives all the details and includes a
complete price list.

Hobbs the Printers Limited
SECOND AVENUE, MILLBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON S092UZ
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